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Abstract
Typically, freecoasters are used in BMX street-riding applications. The
freecoaster is a mechanism found in the rear hub of a bicycle which allows a bicycle
to roll backwards without the bikes' pedals having to move along with it. This may
not seem important for the casual bike rider, but this is crucial for the successful
completion of many BMX tricks.
Currently the mechanism that performs this action is accomplished through an
unreliable friction spring, coupled with a cone and driver. These components along
with others and combined with hardware such as nuts and bearings comprise the rear
hub of the bicycle.
Therefore, the focus of our design will be primarily to increase the reliability of
this design. Secondarily, we hope to improve on several other of the designs' flaws
which include price, durability, and ease of adjustability, while still maintaining the
overall look of the freecoaster. Finally, we expect to add a new component,
adjustability, to the design. In doing so, the rider will be able to control as much or as




A bicycle equipped with a freecoaster allows the bicyclist to roll backwards during
tricks without the cranks having to turn. This is in contrast to a freewheel, which is what
most bicycles have. When a bicycle equipped with a freewheel moves backwards the
pedals must turn due to the one way mechanism freewheels have.
In order to better understand current products and patents we performed a thorough
online search of existing freecoasters. First, we conducted a market search at the
reputable freecoaster dealer: flatlandfuel.com. There are 4 or 5 major models of
free coasters in use today. However, the most widely purchased and used freecoaster is
the Nankai brand freecoaster. This specific freecoaster has been around for many years
and no huge improvements have been made in its effectiveness. Flatlandfuel.com also
had very detailed assembly drawings for 4 popular freecoasters. We did detailed research
on how the most popular brands of freecoasters functioned. We then did some price
comparing, but found that most freecoaster hubs cost an average of$120 with very little
variation.
After the market research was done, we did some research on the U.S. Patent Office
website. We did find many different designs for what is called a coaster break, but we
were not able to find a drawing for a true freecoaster. However, a freecoaster is basically
a coaster-break with some components removed. Here, however, we gained some
excellent ideas on how to modify the freecoaster design to make it more effective while
still meeting all of the goals we set out in the beginning of the project.
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1.2 Initial Thoughts
In the initial stages of our project, we needed to put some thought into several
aspects of our project. As stated previously, the primary goal of this project was to
increase reliability while also not going over the market value of current designs. We had
some basic concepts in mind on how to do this, but at fust were confused as to how to
implement the adjustability feature. Luckily, both group members were trained in the
software program ProlE which was used extensively to develop different concepts. This
program allows engineers to brainstorm their ideas at no cost. We generated several ideas
on the modeling software and were able to see how they were going to fit and interact
with the other parts of our design without ever having them manufactured.
There is a fairly small market for the freecoaster design; however, it has the
potential to be dominated by one superior design. Because the budget for this project is
extremely small ($150), and we have no industry sponsor who will use our design, it
would be impractical to think that our design will go into mass production, however, we
will treat this project as though it would. Our hope is that by the end of the project we
will have a design at least worthy of consideration to companies involved in that type of
market.
1.3 Professional Components
During any engineering design project, whether on the individual, group, or company
level, several professional components need to be considered. The impact that our design
is going to have on these components needs to be well thought out and taken into strong




As it apples to Freestyle Bicycling, we believe that if the freecoaster were designed
better much more people would use it. As the market is right now, only people who
practice a very specific discipline of Freestyle Bicycling called "Flatland" ever really
have a freecoaster. All other disciplines of Freestyle Bicycling use what is called a
freewheel or cassette. The advantage the freecoaster has over the freewheel or
cassette is that while performing a trick that requires the bicyclist to roll backward,
the freecoaster mechanism doesn't force the cranks to back pedal. The supreme
disadvantage of a freecoaster, and the reason every discipline of Freestyle Bicycling
doesn't use a freecoasters, is that there is a lot of slack before the freecoaster
mechanism engages and begins to propel the bicycle forward. This phenomenon is
then amplified proportional to the performers speed. A market does exist and if
improvements could be made, this market could be taken advantage of.
b) Sustainability:
We believe that if a superior design is attained, then the majority of the current
freecoaster market would be able to be taken. The result in designing a more
technically superior freecoaster than any on the market today would allow this
freecoaster to dominate the market indefinitely without impacts on things such as the
environment. Furthermore, one of the major reasons for this redesign is the
unreliability of the current design. Therefore sustainability of our design is crucial to
the determination as to whether it will be considered a success.
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c) Manufacturability:
Many different designs of freecoasters are currently on the market. Our redesign
would still have the basics of the current freecoasters but with manageable design
modifications. In essence, there is no reason that this freecoaster shouldn't be able to
be manufactured. However, for this project, with our limited budget and resources
manufacturing some of the parts is an issue. One such issue is the threading both on
the outside of the driver and the inside of the cone. The threading on both of these
parts is sextuple threading which is not standard. They have six separate offset
threads allowing for much faster screwing action which is crucial to the designs
application. Also, the material chosen for some of the parts in this project is
especially hard steel. This makes milling, drilling, and cutting of these parts strenuous
to the tooling. Because we are utilizing the engineering departments manufacturing
lab, we have chosen to use much softer aluminum in our prototype so as not to
damage their tooling. The real product would require the purchase of stronger tools.
d) Health and Safety:
The redesigned freecoaster would have to be as safe and reliable as the old design. If
the redesign is successful it could be said that the new design is safer than the old
design. The reduction of slack in the chain could prevent accidents. In any design,
safety factors are used in the calculations and material selection so that this does not
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Chapter 2: Project Planning
2.1 5 Step Project Plan for Redesigning a Freecoaster
In order for a design project to be completed, engineers must have a strict plan with
deliverables and timetables. Before we began any design work we created a detailed
project plan complete with identification of tasks, objectives, and a working timeline.
These preliminary plans allowed us to stay on task throughout the design and can be seen
as follows.
Step 1: Identify the tasks
A. The first main tasks to be done are the analysis of the freecoaster design with
synthesis of a new design.
B. The design must then be made into a drawing and analyzed on the computer and
modified as to optimize performance and minimize cost.
c. When the [mal design has been completed the part and assembly drawings must
be detailed and checked for manufacturability.
D. The prototype is then to be manufactured according to the part and assembly
drawings.
E. The prototype then should be laced and tested in a real world way.
Step 2: State the objective for each task
A. The objective of the first task is to get a good concept to base all of the design
decisions off of.
B. Secondly we would like to have the best possible design.
C. While designing all parts, manufacturability is one of the end objectives.
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D. The objective of the fourth task is to have a working prototype to validate the
design's feasibility.
E. The final objective is to put a prototype through testing to validate the quality of
the design.
Step 3: Estimate the personnel, time, and other resources needed to meet the objectives.
The personnel to complete the design and manufacturing of a prototype hub
should be 2 design engineers and 1-2 machinist.
The time to complete the project will be estimated by using a popular time
estimate formula: T = A *PC*D85• We pick A=30hrs (for small sized group),
PC=1 *1+ 1*2+ 1*3 (for design, building, and testing), and D=2. This gives us an overall
estimate for time to be about 320 hrs. This is about 2 months of 40 hr work weeks to
design, prototype, and test the design.
Other resources needed are access to computer program such as ProlE, prototype
materials, machine shop, and testing equipment.
Step 4: Develop a sequence for the tasks
Since there will only be 2 engineers working on this project they should be
working closely with one another. Thus, the sequence of tasks will be in the same basic
order as they are listed in the first step of the plan.
Step 5: Estimate the product development cost
For this particular project the engineers will not be getting paid so that is not
factored in to the cost as it normally would. The machinist's labor cost will not be
considered in this case. The cost of the software will also be ignored. The only important
cost to be considered in this project is the materials cost. We estimate the cost for the
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aluminum hub shell to be $10, the cost of the 4 bearings required to be about $20, the
various steel stock and nuts and bolts required to be about $45, and fmally, the cost for
building the wheel will be free since we already have all of the parts. Thus the total cost
for parts should be about $75 to design, manufacture, and test the hub.
Timetable
In order to keep ourselves on task and on schedule for this project, we created a
timetable called a Gantt chart which displays the major tasks and the projected time to
start and complete each. A Gantt chart is essential for this project to give our advisor an
idea of our completion percentage at any given time so he may monitor our progress.
This is analogous to real world projects and meeting deadlines while allowing your boss
to monitor progress. Our Gantt chart can be seen in table 1.
ianuary February March k\pril May











Table 1: Gantt chart
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2.2 8 Step House of Quality for Design of a Freecoaster Hub
Many major engineering companies have large funding dedicated towards quality
control. Therefore, we too would like to make sure the end product of this design is a
quality project. We therefore, pre-design, created a house of quality to be followed
throughout the project. The steps involved in creating it are shown.
1. Who the customers are:
The customers offreecosters are freestyle BMX (Bicycle Moto Cross) riders and
bicycle sales/repair people.
2. What the product does:
The main function that we want out of our design is the following. We would like
a smooth quiet design. Also, it must be durable and have a reliable action. Furthermore,
as far as adjustability goes, it must have an easy adjustable slack feature, contain few
parts, and be a simple design. Concerning the environmental factors, it must have no
noticeable temperature, dirt, or water effects. Some other features include
manufacturability and ease of overall maintenance. Also, it must look like a freecoaster,
be low cost, and low weight.
3. Who vs. What:
The rankings of the most important functions of this project can be seen in table 2
for both the biker and the sales representative:
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Biker Sales Rep Function
5 5 Smooth/ouiet action
IS 5 Durable
30 5 Reliable action
10 IS Adjustable slack
I 10 Few Darts
I IS Simple design
I I no temperature effect
5 5 No dirt effect
I 1 No water effect
I 10 Manufacture
10 10 Easy to maintain overall
5 10 Looks like a freecoaster
10 8 Low Cost
5 0 Low weizht
Table 2: Who vs. What correlation
4. How the problem is solved now.
The mechanism currently in use is a friction clutch/cone driver set up. The friction
clutches push up against the cone which is screwed by the driver when the cranks are
pedaled forward. This causes the cone to be jammed into the hub shell thus transmitting
power. When the cranks are rotated backwards slightly it disengages the cone from the
hub shell and allows the hub to be a "freecoaster." We know this because we
disassembled multiple freecosters. There are only about 3 or 4 main freecoaster designs
that are in use in the modem world of flatland BMX. Two such models that we studied
were the Nankai and the KHE.
5. How the products ability to satisfy customers requirements is going to be measured.
There are several components that will be measured in our design. One will be the
quality of the materials selected. Also, we will be concerned with product life before
overhaul, the loose of energy due to the friction action, and tightness of the friction
spring. Furthermore, we are concerned with lowering the number of tools that is required
to adjust the freecoaster as well as decreasing the ease of adjustability in the slack, the
number of spokes, the assembly time, and the number of teeth. Finally, we will raise the
height of the flange.
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6. What vs. How
In order to get a true assessment of what the product does vs. how the product's
ability to satisfies customers requirements, real world testing would be necessary. As of
now, we have a good idea ofthe relationships between the "what" functions and the
"how" components, however, the true relationships between these components will not
be known until after prototyping.
7. How much.
The target information is how important the slack in the freecoaster is. By slack
we mean the required distance needed to pedal before power begins to be transmitted.
Also the noise the freecoaster makes will be an important consideration. With the design,
a louder mechanism with more friction will have less play. However, a quieter
mechanism with less friction will have more play. The cost factor will also be a big
concern. Even if the design is the best in the world, if the customer is not willing to pay
the price, the design is a failure. Therefore, we set realistic goals that we would like to
meet by the end of our design to verify if our design was a success or not.
8. How vs. How
The "how" functions are also related to each other in several ways. Some of the
components such as the quality of the materials and the product life have a strong
positive correlation whereas others like the product life and the number of spokes have a
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Chapter 3: Cost Analysis
Perhaps the most important component to any design project is the expected cost.

















IVarlous Hardware (Nuts I Axle I Spar.ers)
Sl*Totai 520.00
Total S120.31
~.. te tbid costs for steel and aluminum are estimates based on
.approxlmate amount of eacb will be needed. Prk>es are estimated based
on a wholesale cest co antes will reGeh-eduring mass produtclon.
Table 3: Cost analysis
As stated, the total cost $120 is an estimate. This cost will likely go down for a full scale
manufacturer due to the discounts from wholesale purchasing. Also, note that
manufacturing costs were not taken into account in this analysis. This is because most
manufacturers of this type of product will own the tooling necessary to produce these
parts which NIU's manufacturing department does not have access to.
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Chapter 4: Concept Generation
4.1 Friction Spring
Concept generation is perhaps the most important component of the design for the
engineer. It is in this section that the engineer must come up with a new design ideas that
will then be compared the subsequent parts of the design process (concept evaluation) to
determine which of the designs is the most feasible solution to the problem. We,
ourselves came up with two new friction spring designs for comparison to the datum
which is the current design.
First, the current design can be seen in figure 2.
Figure 2: Current spring design
There are some major design problems with the current design. The geometry of these
springs and material that they are made of, leads them to crack often thereby making the
freecoaster mechanism useless. Moreover, even when they are working, the mechanism is
unreliable at best and is in desperate need of improvement.
Our first idea, which turned out to be the best idea, is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: Single cylinder spring redesign
Our hope was that this spring geometry would be less prone to fracture and will provide a
more reliable mechanism by which the freecoaster will work. It is a cylinder with a
section of it cut and bent upward to provide a vertical member which will fit into a slot in
the cone. Before this design was created, however, a detailed analysis needed to be
completed.
In any credible design project, at least one alternative needs to be considered in
order to come up with the best possible results. This led us to our second idea which
proved to be less successful and is shown in figure 4.
Figure 4: Double cylinder spring redesign
This spring design would look like as well as functioning similar to the original in that it
would provide a friction force along the axle. Unfortunately, it would also present a lot of
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the same problems as the current design and therefore was not focused on as much once
the flaws of this design become evident in the decision matrix (see table 4).
4.2 Variable Width Spacer Design
The implementation of the variable width spacer took a bit different approach
then that of the friction spring. Unlike the friction spring, there was not a current design
on the variable width spacer. Therefore we decided to spend much of our time focusing
on one design which combined many of our brainstorming ideas. Just because only one
design was focused on doesn't mean that there weren't revisions along the way. Our
original concept drawing is shown in figure 5.
Figure 5: Original VWS concept
This concept, however, was short lived as we began to make alterations to it. As can be
seen in figure 7, our original design had a hinge-looking mechanism which would
provide the necessary adjustability. This was not feasible both on a manufacturing level
as well as when considering space issues within the hub. The design would have required
too many alterations to the hub and therefore was refmed to the design shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6: Refined VWS concept
This new design is composed of 5 major parts. The two yellow parts are standard size
spacers which were ordered for this design. The purple and orange parts however, were
manufactured in the Northern Illinois University Manufacturing Lab. The orange part
which is one half of the VWS combination, will be moving on an imaginary vertical axis
provided by the fmal part, a setscrew, that will screw into this part. As the 'orange part
moves up and down on this axis, the purple part, which is cut at an angle exactly the same
as its counterpart, will move horizontally along the bikes axle. This horizontal movement
will allow the variable spacing that was desired, and the setscrew will allow rider
adjustability.
4.3 Other Components
Due to the drastic changes in the freecoaster design this project has created,
several of the other components of the freecoaster needed changing. This is often the case
in design work where one change leads to others. While these changes Were not the focus
of this project, they still required much time and attention.
, The first such change came in the hub. The hub that we designed and had
manufactured can be seen in figure 7. Again, this hub does not look much different which
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was really one of the goals of this project. We wanted to maintain the traditional
freecoaster look while improving functionality. Therefore, the only design changes that
were made were the critical dimension within the hub to allow space for our new and
changed parts. Also, a slot was added in the hub on one side. This will be the location of
Figure 7: New freecoaster hub
a setscrew which will travel into one of the variable width spacers and allow for the
adjustability aspect that was desired.
The next changes that were required were the cone and driver combination. These
pieces were changed to help make a smooth transition into our design improvements.
There were, however, some manufacturing problems that were encountered with these
two parts. The two parts can be seen in figure 8 and as evident in the picture, both pieces
have rather complicated threading. Instead of a traditional threading, (outer on the driver
and inner on the cone) they have matching sextuple threading. What this means is that
instead of having one continuous thread path traveling around the parts, they have six
offset threads. This is done so that the threading can take place rather quickly which is
essential to the proper performance of the parts. Unfortunately we did not have the
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funding or the available manufacturing tools to perform this type of threading. This will
be more thoroughly discussed in the conclusions section.
Figure 8: Front and rear isometric views of new cone (red) and driver (black)
The last component that needed to be changed was the cup. The final cup design
was rather simple in concept but somewhat complicated to fmalize. This was really the
one part that changed the most based on the dimensional changes of other parts. Because
we changed parts so often before coming to a fmal conclusion, we created a simple yet
effective excel program which gave us critical cup dimension based on the dimensions of
other components. The cup is shown in figure 9 and a sample of the excel spreadsheet is
shown in table 4.
Figure 9: New cup design
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Table 4: Sample Excel output for cup dimensions
Although it was sometimes cumbersome to mesh of all of the freecoaster parts
together, through many changes we were able to come up with a functional design.
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Chapter 5: Concept Evaluation
In any good design process there will come a point when the engineer is faced
with several decisions. One such example was deciding upon which spring geometry to
use for the final design. Therefore a decision matrix was needed which weighs important
criteria of a datum and two or more possible alternatives. It then will clearly show the
best alternative. The decision matrix for our spring choices is shown in table 5.
Alternatives
Criteria ImDOrtance CYlinder Sha1)4"C" Shal)t Double Cylinder
1 Smooth/Quiet Action 5 s s
2 Durable 15 + -
3 Reliable Action 30 + 0 -
4 Easv Adiustable Slack 10 s a s
5 Few Parts 1 + t -
6 Simcle Desian 1 + u s
7 No Temcerature Effects 1 s m s
8 No Dirt Effects 5 s s
9 No Water Effects 1 s s
10 Manufacturable 1 + +
11 Easy to Maintain Overall 10 s +
12 Looks like a Freecoaster 5 s s
13 Cost 15 s s
Total + 5 · 2
Total- 0 · 3
Overall Total 5 · ·1
Weighted Total 48 · ·35
Table 5: Decision Matrix
It can be seen that after all of the considerations are taken into account, the
obvious best alternative is the cylinder shape spring. Its weighted total turned out to be
much greater then the datum which is the current "C" shape design found on the majority
of freecoasters. It was also superior then the double cylinder design which had a negative
weighted total meaning that it was worse then even the current design in the areas that are
most important to riders and sales representatives.
Although the cylinder shaped spring turned out to be the superior design, we did
encounter some problems with it. With the budget and manufacturing tools we had
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available to us, we were unable to bring this part of our design to completion. In order to
create a spring we would need to order steel whose properties were strong enough such
that the spring would not break yet malleable enough to bend around the bike axle.
Ordering this steel would be expensive and put a large dent into our small $150 budget.
Also, even if we did make accommodations to purchase such steel, precision tooling
would need to be ordered to bend the steel. Furthermore, in order for the spring to work
properly with the other components, the spring would need to be heat treated and
anodized. These two processes are rather simple but unfortunately the manufacturing lab
was not equipped to accommodate these design requirements. This problem, combined
with the previously stated issue concerning the threading of the driver and cone led us to
follow another direction with the design.
Once it was decided that we would not have the time, funding, and equipment to
finish the design the way we wanted to, we needed to evaluate the available alternatives.
Our completed design therefore, consists of a driver and cone off of a current freecoaster
which meshes with our newly designed parts. While we initially wanted to redesign these
parts as well, it was not financially feasible. This did not however hinder us from creating
and testing a brand new design. Our final design combined these two "borrowed" parts
with a new hub, variable width spacer design along with setscrew, and cup. These parts
were assembled using a standard axle, nuts, spacers, and bearings. Overall, the design can
be considered a success even though it was not completed as planned in the beginning.
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusions
After the complete assembly of all of our parts it was determined that our new
freecoaster is both more reliable as previous models, as well as being equipped with a
functional adjustability mechanism. This mechanism is also aesthetically pleasing which
was important so that the classical freecoaster look would be preserved. When comparing
our new design to most on the market today our design is superior in many fashions.
While being equal in some of the qualities important to the proper functioning of the
freecoaster, it is improved in others such as adjustability and reliability. Our final
prototype can be seen in figure 10.
Figure 10: Assembled prototype
Although there were some bumps along the road this project was considered a
success. We were successfully able to manufacture all parts with the exception of the
friction spring and cone-driver combination. Nevertheless, using modeling software we
27
were still able to model and test under optimal conditions. Had this project been funded
as an industrial project would, and if we had more time to design, analyze, and test our
design we could have completely improved the freecoaster. Future developments for this
project would focus on the friction spring/cone interface. Since we did not have access to
machinery needed to properly manufacture these parts, future projects would have to
focus on this aspect as well as testing the improved spring geometry. Also, different
spring geometries could be tested to find an optimum design.
In conclusion, through modeling, manufacturing, and testing, we have come up
with an improved working freecoaster mechanism. It is improved in both adjustability as
well as durability while maintaining the classical freecoaster appearance. Even though
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